Purpose: To describe and mathematically validate the superiorization methodol-14 ogy, which is a recently-developed heuristic approach to optimization, and to discuss 15 its applicability to medical physics problem formulations that specify the desired 16 solution (of physically given or otherwise obtained constraints) by an optimization 17
with a large number of iterations, but it was not until five years later that this problem We now define the concept of an algorithm in the general context of problem structures.
237
For technical reasons that will become clear as we proceed with our development, we intro-duce an additional set ∆, such that Ω ⊆ ∆ ⊆ R J . (Both Ω and ∆ are assumed to be known 239 and fixed for any particular problem structure T, Pr .) An algorithm P for a problem 240 structure T, Pr assigns to each problem T ∈ T an operator P T : ∆ → Ω. This definition is 241 used to define iterative processes that, for any initial point x ∈ Ω, produce the (potentially)
(that is, the sequence x, P T x, P T (P T x) , · · · ) of points in tion, an example of an algorithm R is specified by
where S is the problem specified above (2) and, for 1 ≤ w ≤ W, B Sw : ∆ → ∆ is defined by
where a denotes the norm of the vector a in R J , and Q : ∆ → Ω is defined by
Note that R S : ∆ → Ω. This specific algorithm R is a typical example of the so-called block-
249
iterative methods mentioned above. Except for the presence of Q in (3), which enforces 250 nonnegativity of the components, it is identical to an algorithm used and illustrated in 31 .
251
With the Q absent from the definition of the algorithm, Ω has to be the whole of R J ; the 
256
For a problem structure T, Pr , a T ∈ T, an ε ∈ R + and a sequence R = x k ∞ k=0
257
of points in Ω, we use O (T, ε, R) to denote the x ∈ Ω that has the following properties:
258
Pr T (x) ≤ ε and there is a nonnegative integer K such that x K = x and, for all nonnegative instructions that make it terminate as soon as it reaches a point that is ε-compatible with
265
T .
266

C. Bounded perturbation resilience 267
The notion of a bounded perturbations resilient algorithm P for a problem structure any area involving noisy data), because it is useful only for problems T for which there is 271 a perfectly compatible solution (that is, an x such that Pr T (x) = 0). We therefore extend
272
here that notion as follows. An algorithm P for a problem structure T, Pr is said to be 273 strongly perturbation resilient if, for all T ∈ T,
is defined for every x ∈ Ω;
275
(ii) for all ε ∈ R + such that O T, ε,
is defined for every x ∈ Ω, we also 276 have that O (T, ε , R) is defined for every ε > ε and for every sequence R = x k ∞ k=0
277
of points in Ω generated by
where
tive real numbers is summable (that is,
281
In less formal terms, the second of these properties says that for a strongly perturbation 282 resilient algorithm we have that, for every problem and any nonnegative real number ε, if it 283 is the case that for all initial points from Ω the infinite sequence produced by the algorithm
284
contains an ε-compatible point, then it will also be the case that all perturbed sequences 285 satisfying (6) contain an ε -compatible point, for any ε > ε.
286
Having defined the notion of a strongly perturbation resilient algorithm, we next show 287 that this notion is of relevance to problems in medical physics. We illustrate the use of this 288 in tomography in the next section. We first need to introduce some mathematical concepts.
289
Given an algorithm P for a problem structure T, Pr and a T ∈ T, we say that
290
P is convergent for T if, for every x ∈ Ω, there exists a unique y (x) ∈ Ω such that,
, meaning that for every positive real number δ, there exist a non-
If, in addition, there exists a γ ∈ R + such that Pr T (y (x)) ≤ γ, for every x ∈ Ω, then we 294 say that P is boundedly convergent for T .
295
A function f : Ω → R is uniformly continuous if, for every ε > 0 there exists a δ > 0,
uniformly continuous function is Res S of (2), for any S ∈ S. This can be proved by observing
298
that the right-hand side of (2) can be rewritten in vector/matrix form as b − Ax and 299 then selecting, for any given ε > 0, δ to be ε/ A , where A denotes the matrix norm of 300 A.
301
An operator O : ∆ → Ω, is nonexpansive if Ox − Oy ≤ x − y , for all x, y ∈ ∆.
302
An example of a nonexpansive operator is the R S of (3). The proof of this is also simple.
303
It follows from discussions regarding similar claims in 27 that the B Sw : R J → R J of (4) is a 304 nonexpansive operator, for 1 ≤ w ≤ W, and that the operator Q of (5) is also nonexpansive.
305
Obviously, a sequential application of nonexpansive operators results in a nonexpansive 306 operator and thus R S is nonexpansive.
307
Now we state an important new result that gives sufficient conditions for strong perturba-308 tion resilience: If P is an algorithm for a problem structure T, Pr such that,
309
for all T ∈ T, P is boundedly convergent for T , Pr T : Ω → R is uniformly 310 continuous and P T : ∆ → Ω is nonexpansive, then P is strongly perturbation 
333
In order to ensure this we introduce a new concept (closely related to the concept of a
334
"descent direction" that is widely used in optimization). Given a function φ : ∆ → R and a 335 point x ∈ ∆, we say that a vector d ∈ R J is nonascending for φ at x if d ≤ 1 and
336
there is a δ > 0 such that for all λ ∈ [0, δ] ,
Note that irrespective of the choices of φ and x, there is always at least one nonascending 337 vector d for φ at x, namely the zero-vector, all of whose components are zero. This is a useful 338 fact for proving results concerning the guaranteed behavior of our proposed procedures.
339
However, in order to steer our algorithms toward a point at which the value of φ is small,
340
we need to find a d such that φ (x + λd) < φ (x) rather than just φ (x + λd) ≤ φ ( and proving that algorithms that we wish to superiorize satisfy such conditions is part of 379 our ongoing research.
380
The superiorized version assumes that we have available a summable sequence (γ )
positive real numbers (for example, γ = a , where 0 < a < 1) and it generates, simultane- 
386
Superiorized Version of Algorithm P
Next we analyze the behavior of the Superiorized Version of Algorithm P.
407
The iteration number k is set to 0 in (i) and x k = x 0 is set to its initial valuex in (ii). The 
We prove the truth of the last sentence by induction on the nonnegative integers. For 416 n = 0, we have by lines (v) and (vi) that x k,0 = x k . But x k ∈ Ω , since it is eitherx that is 417 assumed to be in Ω due to lines (i) and (ii) or it is in the range Ω of P T due to lines (xviii) 418 and (xix). Now we assume, for any 0 ≤ n < N , that x k,n ∈ ∆ and φ x k,n ≤ φ x k and
419
show that lines (viii) -(xvii) perform a computation that leads from x k,n to an x k,n+1 ∈ ∆ 420 that satisfies φ x k,n+1 ≤ φ x k . To see this, observe that line (viii) sets v k,n to be a 421 nonascending vector for φ at x k,n , which implies that (7) is satisfied with x = x k,n and (xiii), z ∈ ∆ and φ (z) ≤ φ x k,n , provided that β k,n is not greater than the δ in (7). Since and eventually we get a vector z for which the condition in line (xiv) is satisfied due to the 431 induction hypothesis that φ x k,n ≤ φ x k . By lines (xv) and (xvi) we see that at that 432 time x k,n+1 is set to z and so we obtain that x k,n+1 ∈ ∆ and φ x k,n+1 ≤ φ x k , as desired.
433
Line (xvii) sets loop to false and so control is returned to line (vii). When this happens for 434 the N th time, it will be the case that n = N and therefore line (xviii) is used to produce 435 x k+1 ∈ Ω and the increasing of k by line (xix) allows us then to move on to the next iterative 436 step. Infinite repetition of such steps produces the sequence
of points in Ω.
437
We now show that if O T, ε,
is defined for every x ∈ Ω, then, for any 438 ε > ε, the Superiorized Version of Algorithm P produces an ε -compatible output. of vectors in R J such that (6) is satisfied for all k ≥ 0. In view of line
442
(xviii), this is achieved if we can define the β k and the v k so that
is done by setting
That these assignments result in we can expect that the output of the superiorized version will be superior (from the point 456 of view of φ) to the output of the original algorithm.
457
Using our notation, the constrained minimization formulation that we are considering is:
The aim of superiorization is not identical with the aim of constrained minimization in (10).
461
One difference is that ε is not "given" in the superiorization context. The superiorization
462
of an algorithm produces a sequence and, for any ε, the associated output of the algorithm 463 is considered to be the first x in the sequence for which Pr T (x) ≤ ε. The other difference 464 is that we do not claim that this output is a minimizer of φ among all points that satisfy 465 the constraint, but hope only that it is usually an x for which φ(x) is at the small end The MAP (or regularized) formulation of a physical problem that leads to the constrained 470 minimization problem (10) is the unconstrained minimization problem of the form: Given
Formulations of both kinds (i.e, the ones of (10) and of (11)) are widely used for solving respectively. We define T V :
The method we adopted to generate a nonascending vector for the T V function at an an integer j such that 1 ≤ j ≤ J. Looking at the sum in (12), we see that x j appears in 527 at most three terms, in which j must be either j, or r(j), or b(j) for some j ∈ C. By taking 528 the formal partial derivatives of these three terms, we see that (also a "narrow window") from -429 HU to 429 HU to display head phantom reconstructions.
624
Using such a window for our reconstructions shown figures 2(a) and 1(b) would result in 625 images that are nearly indistinguishable from each other. Thus reporting the images using 626 such a display window is consistent with the claim that a TV-minimizing reconstruction 627 from a few views is similar in quality to a more traditional reconstruction from many views.
628
However, our much narrower display window reveals that this is not really so. We therefore 629 continue using our much narrower window in what follows, since it clearly reveals the nature 630 of the reconstructions being compared, warts and all.
631
While this ASD-POCS reconstruction is not as good as it should be for diagnostic CT of 632 the brain (due to the sparsity of the data), it is visually better than the reconstruction using 633 superiorization from similar data as reported in 31 . We discuss the reasons for this in the 634 next subsection. Here we concentrate on examining whether one can achieve a reconstruction 635 using superiorization that is as good as that produced by ASD-POCS from the same data.
636
For this we first need to examine the numerical properties of the ASD-POCS reconstruc- reconstructing from a few views using the method and data that we have been discussing:
736
if we do everything in exactly the same way as was done to obtain the reconstruction with
737
T V value 826 that is shown in our figure 2(b) but remove Q from (3), then we obtain a 738 reconstruction in figure 4(a) whose T V value is 829.
739
Another variation that deserves discussion, because it has been suggested in the 740 literature 22 , is one that does not come about by making choices for the general approach of 741 the Superiorized Version of Algorithm P but rather by changing the nature of the approach.
742
The variation in question is not applicable in general, but can be applied to the special 
759
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 760
Constrained optimization is an often-used tool in medical physics. The methodology of 761 superiorization is a heuristic (as opposed to exact) approach to constrained optimization. 
771
The approach is very general. For any iterative algorithm P and for any optimization 772 criterion φ for which we know how to produce nonascending vectors, the pseudocode given 773 in Subsection II E automatically provides the version of P that is superiorized for φ.
774
We demonstrated superiorization for tomography when total variation is used as the 775 optimization criterion. In particular, we illustrated on a particular tomography problem 776 that, in spite of its generality, superiorization produced a reconstruction that is as good Conditions for strong perturbation resilience 790 Theorem 1. Let P be an algorithm for a problem structure T, Pr such that, for all 791 T ∈ T, P is boundedly convergent for T , Pr T : Ω → R is uniformly continuous and Proof. We first show that there exists an ε ∈ R + such that O T, ε, (P T ) k x ∞ k=0 794 is defined for every x ∈ Ω. Under the assumptions of the theorem, let γ ∈ R + be such 795 that Pr T (y (x)) ≤ γ, for every x ∈ Ω. We prove that O T, 2γ, (
is defined
796
for every x ∈ Ω as follows. Select a particular x ∈ Ω. By uniform continuity of Pr T ,
797
there exists a δ > 0, such that |Pr T (z) − Pr T (y (x))| ≤ γ, for any z ∈ Ω for which 798 z − y (x) ≤ δ. Since P is convergent for T , there exists a nonnegative integer K, such 799 that (P T ) K x − y (x) ≤ δ. It follows that
800
Pr T (P T ) K x ≤ Pr T (P T ) K x − Pr T (y (x)) + |Pr T (y (x))| ≤ 2γ.
Now let T ∈ T and ε ∈ R + be such that O T, ε,
is defined for every 801
x ∈ Ω. To prove the theorem, we need to show that O (T, ε , R) is defined for every ε > ε 802 and for every sequence R = x k ∞ k=0 of points in Ω for which, for all k ≥ 0, (6) is satisfied for 803 bounded perturbations β k v k . Let ε and R satisfy the conditions of the previous sentence.
804
For k ≥ 0, we have, due to the nonexpansiveness of P T , that
Denote β k v k by r k . Clearly, r k ∈ R + and it follows from the definition of bounded 805 perturbations that ∞ k=0 r k < ∞.
806
We next prove by induction that, for every pair of nonnegative integers k and i,
Let k be an arbitrary nonnegative integer. If i = 0, then the value is zero on both sides of 808 the inequality and hence (15) holds. Now assume that (15) holds for an integer i ≥ 0. Then,
809
by (14) and the nonexpansiveness of P T ,
which completes our inductive proof. A consequence of (15) is that, for every pair of non-811 negative integers k and i,
Due to the summability of the nonnegative sequence (r k ) ∞ k=0 , the right-hand side (and hence algorithms for image restoration," IEEE Trans. Image Proc. 16, 2992-3004, (2007).
